EMERGENCY ROOM TECHNICIAN
EDUCATIONAL PROVIDER SNAPSHOTS & LOCATIONS

ERT Pathway consists of three programs: EMT, EKG, and PHL. They must be completed in this order, and certification verification occurs between each program. Below is a list of each program in the pathway and the options for Educational Providers per program.

PLEASE NOTE: SCHOLARS WILL NOT BE ABLE TO PROCEED TO THE NEXT PROGRAM WITHOUT COMPLETION AND VERIFICATION OF CERTIFICATION

EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN OFFERINGS (1ST PROGRAM)

**BRADFORD** (CLICK PROGRAM TYPE BELOW TO VIEW SNAPSHOT)
The Emergency Medical Technician Program Location offered is:
- Stockton

**CSU DOMINGUEZ HILLS** (CLICK PROGRAM TYPE BELOW TO VIEW SNAPSHOT)
The Emergency Medical Technician Program Location offered is:
- Los Angeles

EKG OFFERINGS (2ND PROGRAM)

**AUMT** (CLICK PROVIDER NAME TO VIEW SNAPSHOT)
Locations offered with AUMT are as follows:
- Livermore

**NORTHERN CALIFORNIA NURSING ACADEMY** (CLICK PROVIDER NAME TO VIEW SNAPSHOT)
Locations offered with NCNA are as follows:
- Daly City
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PHLEBOTOMY OFFERINGS (3RD PROGRAM)

**AUMT** (CLICK PROVIDER NAME TO VIEW SNAPSHOT)
Locations offered with AUMT are as follows:
- Livermore

**NORTHERN CALIFORNIA NURSING ACADEMY** (CLICK PROVIDER NAME TO VIEW SNAPSHOT)
Locations offered with NCNA are as follows:
- Daly City

**PHLEBOTOMY TRAINING SPECIALISTS (PTS)** (CLICK PROVIDER NAME TO VIEW SNAPSHOT)
Location offered with PTS are as follows:
- Manteca